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The Rise of New Industries, 450-453
COPY THE MAIN IDEA…



	What happened to real per capita earnings for average Americans in the 1920’s, which raised the overall standard of living? 450/2/2




	Use U.S. Steel, Ford Motor Company, and International Harvester to cite three examples of how working conditions were improving for industrial laborers. 450/2/2

U.S. Steel:


Ford:


International Harvester:




	Explain how Henry Ford’s assembly line technique changed the way industrial items could be mass produced. 450/2/4




	What was the philosophy behind Ford’s drive to improve the efficiency of his factories so that he could produce each car more cheaply? 451/1/Top





	What two motives were behind Ford’s decision in 1914 to pay his workers the unheard sum of $5.00 a day, and cut their workday to eight hour shifts? 451/1/1




	When Ford created his “Sociological Department” to investigate the personal lives of his employees, what could happen to workers who did not live up to Ford’s personal standards of moral behavior? 451/1/2





	Along with rubber, plate glass, nickel, and lead, what two other industries were greatly stimulated by the rise of the auto industry? 451/2/1





	How was Ford almost single-handedly responsible for a social revolution related to the automobile? 451/2/2
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	What new types of small businesses developed to meet the need of drivers? 451/2/3




	Describe the new kind of consumer/worker who appeared in connection with the development of the auto industry. 451/2/4




	Identify 6 new consumer items which revolutionized cleaning and cooking for housewives. 452/1/3




	Identify 4 new consumer products which reflect a greater emphasis on personal hygiene and appearance in the 1920’s. 452/1/4




	When Ford was promoting commercial flying for business executives, what reason did they give businessmen for deciding to make their first plane ride? 453/1/2




	How did the two new radio broadcasting networks, NBC and CBS, make money in this new entertainment industry? 453/1/4





The Consumer Society, 453-454
COPY THE MAIN IDEA…



	What did most Americans feel about debt before the boom of the 1920’s? 453/2/3




	As easy credit on “installment plans” became more popular, what sales pitch did many Americans begin to fall for? 453/2/3




17 What did advertisers do to create appealing, persuasive messages aimed at the 1920’s consumer? 454/1/2



18. What two new types of “white collar” jobs (because men wore a white shirt and tie to work) helped expand the                      middle class in  the 1920’s. 454/2/1
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       19. Under “welfare capitalism,” what kinds of benefits might employer offer workers? 454/2/2



       20. Who lost influence in the 1920’s because of the availability of good paying jobs with better working conditions, generated by the booming economy and welfare capitalism? 454/2/3



The Farm Crisis Returns, 455
COPY THE MAIN IDEA…



     21. Explain how the greater productivity on the farms due to technological advances actually hurt the small farmer. 455/1/1





22. How had many farmers gotten themselves into trouble during World War 1 when the demand for food was so high? 455/1/2




23. What did the McNary Haugen Bill propose that the federal government should do to help the farmers get rid of their surplus while at the same time keeping protecting American farmers from foreign competition? (Pres. Coolidge vetoed this measure twice, so it never became law.) 455/2/1

